The Tier 1 Tri-Jay Tieback Receptacle provides a large ID polished seal bore and jay profile for extending the liner casing uphole for stimulation purposes or a contingency requirement.

The Tri-Jay Tieback Receptacle is installed at the top of the liner assembly, typically on top of a packer or liner hanger. The jay profile permits rotation while running into the well bore. This receptacle is designed to work in conjunction with the Tri-Jay Seal Assembly to provide a large bore, high pressure rated, connection to the liner top.

The simple and compact design of this versatile liner top component allows for ease of installation and has numerous applications. There is an auto-jay feature when sealing into this receptacle with the seal assembly. To disengage, simply slack off into compression, apply right hand torque, then pick up slowly.

**CURRENT SIZES**

- 114.3mm (17.26-22.47 kg/m)

**STANDARD OFFERING**

- L-80 / P-110

**OPTIONS**

- Premium / semi-premium connections
- CRA materials
- Material grades
- Other sizes available on request

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Large bore ID to match liner casing dimensions.
- ISO 14310v5 tested and qualified seals for trusted reliability.
- Jay latch system for ease of connecting or disconnecting even in the horizontal.
- High burst, collapse, and tensile strength proven

**APPLICATIONS**

- Production
- Injection
- Stimulation
- Cemented / Non-cemented liners
- Vertical / Deviated / Horizontal